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Martin  00:27 

Good afternoon to you and and greetings. 

 

Friends  00:31 

Thank you, it is very good to speak to you. 

 

Friends  00:37 

Okay. 

 

Friends  00:42 

We feel that you wish 

 

Friends  00:50 

to ask some question. Yes, we have, of course very many questions. It's hard to know which 

has priority here we feel the importance of the teachings that you bring us and then in 

particular, the example of the earth energy that you brought to us, that was called Jesus here. 

And we look for any any guidance from you about the best ways in which to share this 

information and this teaching in ways that will not create conflict or confusion among our 

people here on Earth 
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Yes, really understand, hear his vision of prophecy and energy system a future is in we have 

tried to explain to you how, and then determined his future and a way to try to explain to you in 

your concepts, 
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how the event occurred, and how they continue to a in a form of a consciousness that you 

choose to call interchain for the sake of communication, the existence of a concept, the 

precepts of future events exist as you know, within your consciousness, as you would 

determine within your mind what one would do tomorrow, our approach the future, in even the 

next instant, the next hour. And there are tons and intense formed within your energy field that 

proceed as it were, in advance and work to create eight conditions and circumstances to bring 

about your intent. And this is done on many levels and the functioning of the physical body 



functions on this principles have in and become order medic in the response system, to to 

assess the total energy field in other creations, that it would work. To end adulting these in 

attendance are first established through information and in professions as we said before, 

which have and create automatically the functions of the body and then with what you call the 

conscious control or the intent then for let us say the small child to to reach out and to then in 

attend the physical body towards certain movements and these movements are learned from 

in oppressions that they receive from those about them and the in attempt then is a formed to 

set a to his stand and then to expand the operations from the internal workings of the 

autonomic nervous system to then the control of the physical which then becomes all So, 

working automatic in the habits of walking and the various things that one does, how ever it be 

for any movement of the physical body other at this point then the operations of the autonomic 

we are speaking now, then the all is all ways of followed by and in a tent that is so, minute the 

end attempt to raise one's body and walk across the room that seems to be automatic, but 

there is a fleeting there is responses there are things there are in impressions and approach 

actions entering 
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and and many many operations occurring, but there is the intent and then the total body reacts 

to this in the systems that now we wish to speak up if you would use this to then build the 

workings of the mental body also the workings of the emotional body is a built in this principle 

and you have these many many many operations occurring as the development of the child 

occurs then one loses a contact with one's in attempt and one finds oneself in situations and 

actual physical situations mental situations in a total environment as situations and if one 

could, as it were, work backwards and take the intense the millions of in attendance that 

brought them to that particular reality that they are experiencing. They seek to say why this 

occurred why I am in this position. They do not have Understand, that it was through in a tense 

based upon previous impressions and approach objections that were placed upon them 

seeking to reach a an ultimate gold. However, there are many, many energies then within the 

system, that are seeking other goals. So, you find within the energy field, then in a tense pond 

in a tense and then one in a tent becomes in a conflict with a another in a tent. And then there 

is the conflict between exactly what you wish the total energy feel to experience in the reality. 

And you call this a state of confusion, taking this principle and then and applying it to your own 

history. And then if one would look at the information, the word seems like the need for man to 

remain or to explore the past, there seems to be more interest in flooring and the need for man 

to look backwards. And as he looked backwards, 
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then each man who looks backwards and tries to analyze and come to truths of his his origin, 

in that sense, then he is seeking it would be a based then, if it were based on learned material 

from projections from previous men who sought to solve this problem. And then he comes in a 



gross and his total energies, then it'd become directed in this direction and his consciousness, 

then as we explain, then pro objects out and is directed through projections, and then his his 

information, his conclusions on his part based upon previous Earth entities experiences and 

then adding to changing it, then it if it is accepted, then it do becomes a truce. And you see, 

what we are breaking it to a point here is that all of the informations as to man's origin as to his 

being as to his creation, then has in themselves and do and are forming energy systems, we 

would say and these energy systems are the energy of the consciousness that energy that is 

produced are come in to a being much like when you're right and left him his fears come in to 

being there is a energy produced at that time. And it is with that new energy that a new 

concept can be formed a new reality. And you see, if one is unable to get beyond the 

conceptions and the truths that reside within the energy field, then one can have focus in on 

these energy fields. And they can experience because you see, they choose to use that A new 

energy that new source the potential energy, then to tap into and to experience energies that 

are reciting, as we would say in that realm of a being much that exists as we said with 

whatever is existing within your consciousness right now, that you would choose to use the 

rest of this day. So, you see, that it is existing, all that one has created in that state, you see 

exist and it is very difficult to explain, because you seem to think of places and things. 

However, you can grasp the idea of at this moment, there exists suggestions and intentions 

that you projected, say this morning for what you would receive our experience this afternoon. 

And that is existing in a state of poll tend to ality there to be experienced or not experienced as 

you choose. And as you choose would be, then, the is same as one would choose to tap into 

realities that have been created. And to, to use one's energy to experience realities that 
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have been agreed upon, and exist and have them as selves, you see, as we said before, is a 

perfectly all right, if one chooses to do so, there is, this is it fine with one's choice of choosing 

the realities that they wish to experience and the the experience of then choosing, you would 

say the non reality, the experience of choosing the essence and experiencing, at the essence 

of the energy that is, it is that is created, that comes into being. When one chooses to enter in 

and say, say to oneself, perhaps, that I wish to experience the non reality experience the 

realities, experience, the opportunity to carry a to within one's own being a reality and to 

recognize the fact that one does not have to exist in the realities that are all ready, we would 

say created and that one can exist without the agreement with our without the agreement that 

says that, this is existence, and it without the agreement within these realities, that are within 

the realm of understanding on the earth plane by receiving only projections upon projections, 

that only through preceding this May there be an existence, that one then when one can 

understand this and then one can reach the point where one then can experience just the 

essence, I would say experience the energy rather than what the energy produces. You say if 

if we could show you the coming together and then the energy the essence, that is there. You 

see you always witness what is produce, after you witness, as, as this energy, there's a 



consciousness is a formed in the you see our experience because of projections working very 

rapidly the result of the energy which is working automatically and produces then. So you 

actually see the results, which is based and created upon previous projections and intentions 

and expectations within one's own consciousness, rather than experiencing the we would say 

energy itself. And then when one can experience the energy, then one can take the one could 

have then the intent to say the, we would say put it in these words, the are the energy there, 

the energy is there, and now I can, 
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in a tent with a conscious Miss, I can in a tent for that energy now to be whatever I wish it to 

be, when it's a total, and it's total madness, because it is existing within this moment of my 

time, it is existing within this realm now, and as one can remove oneself from time and space, 

one can grasp the energy and one can totally experience it and then one that can consciously 

and intentionally say, then, with this pure energy, now, I choose to create that which I wish to 

create. And you see when one can reach this point of their total consciousness, what you call 

your total consciousness, free of projections and a free of in attentions. And it's still a main 

attain our the awareness, you say the awareness that we we speak up, then one can take the 

energy as it were, take the energy and intend we would use examples and intend a healthy a 

body a system working correctly, one could in tend within their energy field. Only here you 

would use you would have to use at this point you see your concepts and in order to remain 

attain is this on the end within the physical world and working with the concepts the way of 

thinking that you do then you would have to every educate your total a being and a come into 

agreement with yourself as to exactly what a concept was as to exactly the energy of let was 

say a word the energy of health. Then as the energy of health would take on a meaning, within 

the total energy field, you see, and and all of the energies within the system, would it be in 

agreement with what this one word you see, as you say word, then it is it think of it as a as a 

vibration. Think of it as a as a sound, with no meaning for you see, as these words what you 

call words inter and attune two other systems within your energy field. The the word we would 

say hope having a certain vibrational atones. If within the energy field, it carries more 

meanings to the word than one. You see then with a The energy system that would be 

confusion as to exactly what that vibration you see when you think about bration. And we tried 

to explain to you the various concepts that carry many different meanings on one level to the 

conscious mind, you can take one word and put in many, many meanings to it, but when it 

enters in on other levels, you see it enters in as a vibration, not with the total meaning that you 

would understand on your conscious or what you call your conscious mental level. So, within 

the inner is systems, 
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many words and phrases carry with them, many, many vibrational that they carry with them, 

the vibration, that carries many inner reactions that are that are affected by that vibration, 



causing different effects and meaning different things to the other levels within the 

consciousness. And it see. So one would then come to an agreement to literally say exactly 

what every word carried with it, what the sound of every word admit throughout its being. And 

you see, this would then go back to the ideas and the concepts even formed within one's 

childhood, were a different words, as we said in an earlier session, the word love with the word 

love, if you say love, and you think of it on in the terms of a definition, then you would say 

something like, deep affection, feelings of love, wishing to be in that state, there are many, 

many ways to explain it. But you see, the vibrational tone of the word then would be associated 

within an individual entity, according to and then the various experiences out with that word. So 

if one said to one I love you, then on one level at the conscious level, one would have a 

meaning as it entered in to the emotional and the deeper mental, and then even into the 

physical, it would carry with it in many, many associations as a vibration rather than a word. 

And one would say, Well, I love you. And then one would say, well, you don't act like it. 

Because then the word would be quickly associated with all manner of things that one would 

have within their systems, that would have to be experienced at that moment, as true. So in 

order for one to accept that. So when then you see, in other words, if one associates that when 

one loves one, one does exactly what one wishes to please one. And then if one did not do 

exactly what one wished and one said I loved you one would say no, you don't love me, you 

say because all of the ideas that were formed within the consciousness that said love would be 

stimulated. And so, this is again the MIS representation. Now in your question, a dealing with 

the information and how to use it, we wish to to show you how this works. And then as one 

word a steady one's religions and one would study one's destiny, you say much of your 

consciousness is wrapped up in the past, once much of your consciousness is directed 

towards that what was supposed to be what more interest directed in that direction. And you 

see what all of the information that one would have. As one deals with the present, you say it 

would run into the same contradictions as we tried to illustrate, in trying to prove one's reality 

and where one came from and one's existence because in trying to prove this without one 

knowing it is would be based on all of the previous projections and beliefs of those that 

followed the four and then one would seek then to create on the physical plane, a system of 

one's own to 
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answer these questions, and then you would find within that system, you see as they reached 

in and perhaps to gain new knowledge, but they wouldn't tie it in with the past, they would tie it 

in with previous systems, knowingly or unknowingly, and for various reasons, one reason 

being so that it would be accepted, they cause a man will only accept that which will fit in in 

some way, with what his previous beliefs and projections would allow him to experience, 

because we're doing otherwise would take his total reality, away from him. And you see, so 

one can look at one's histories and once past, and predict, as it were the future, although the 

future can be changed, but it has been predicted that various things would occur on the earth 



level. And within the consciousness and agreements are there and the agreements are in 

existence, we will return in one a moment we must adjust, thank you, 
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then predicted with the Christ, a situation. You say, then, within the Jesus Christ, the situation 

there are two concepts that have joined together, one being the man of Jesus, and the other, 

being the Christ consciousness, the essence that we spoke of earlier, and they have become 

confused. Now there are many on the earth playing, that have a within their being. And with 

reaching their guidance, themselves, has reached a point where they, recognizing the truth 

that flowed through the man, Jesus, then recognizing the the past in augmented with that 

particular area, in other words, the past prior to that, where Gods made it with humans, you 

see, and at the time of Christ, that was in their past a somewhat like that, Jesus, the history of 

Jesus would be in your past. And now one thinks of the gods that were created and lived on 

now, the Soviets and this all manner of inner reactions with Gods and humans, one cat one 

studies this and places it in the realm of mythology. So you see now if you would, if you would 

then enter in the to the area of a consciousness and release that which you have formed now, 

and it'd be in that reality and that reality of when Jesus walked the earth, and then you would 

project to then the knowledge and the the projections we would say, that were that were a 

cumulative that and punctured on the earth at that time, then you would see that The the, as 

the he gained the experience of the energy and he saw the, the, he saw the projections of 

keeping the people of that area, in to the laws and into the religion, he saw the there being a 

bound by the religions. And as he recognized that, within each one is the ability to express and 

to create, rather than to continue to create that which had already been in existence, he then 

tried to express this, and you see, the people at that time reacted in manners and in ways of 

fears, because prior to that, they had been subjected to all manner of tortures and all manner 

of pain and mental and physical 
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disorders are experiencing experiences, if they deviated from the reality, and did not agree to 

the reality that was existing in that time. And so, they, we all have already told you basically the 

story of what happened, as then the projections became in conflict with each other, and you 

say, at his death, then again, the cause, you see the, the projections, and the influence, as we 

said to be in the earlier sessions are once they are expressed, they become an in essence, 

their their energy system, they are expressed, and they can and do cause effects. And you 

see, so he his experience, then was creating and effect. And may we digress one moment to 

say that same as this occurred, then the same occurrence occurred, if you would a big believe 

in the Moses and Abraham the same type of experience occurred. And you saw the changes. 

And you see, the what happened, is, with each experience is that the experience and the 

inflammation in order for it to exist and be accepted is a change in as it were, and incorporates 

the past. With what you would say, the the occurrences of the present. And so, we're at the 



death of Christ, Jesus there was on the the followers who were affected, you see, they had 

gained much insight, they had not reached what you would say the clear, the total clear, but 

they had gained much insight and they they then was affected greatly by the influence. The 

cause within them there was the desire to to know but also within them was the projections of 

the past and the projections that resided as we explained within all systems and as they 

receive the communications through the words two concepts. So in order then to be able to 

establish and deal with a reality. You see they incorporated there, experience with the man 

Jesus. And when he was gone, the total experience became much like a dream and their 

experiences where it where it being experienced within their own consciousness at on a 

another level. And so wishing to with many, many areas here of the reasons that this was 

done. But they then took from the past of the, of the of the from the mythologies of the mating, 

that the Earth, the earth being then of mating with a spiritual beings, and so then they 

projected on to him, they the myth that was in their projections, and you see it made it more 

believable to them their their own projections, then, in a sense would say, Yes, okay. If then, if 

this man Jesus that I witnessed, then if in then if there was indeed, the fact that a God came 

down and mated with with his mother, who didn't know his mother, 
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so I can accept this, then, because then with, with the, with the words with the deeds that he 

did, it would be acceptable, it would then be believable, because it is impossible for a man to 

do this, you see his own concepts would say, it is impossible for a man to do this, but it would 

be possible then for a half human and a half God to do these things. And that would answer 

many questions within their projections, as they said, Yes, everything now fits into place, 

because he was in a physical body, and he had these great, great things that he could do and 

say, so, it is perfectly logical that now if he was half God, this or possible, and you say, so, 

then they took from their past concepts and ideas that would agree with the new that you 

would say, the new information that they received, and then as after his death, there was many 

other projections formed? Because then you see, the the conscious mind would say, Well, 

then, if, if this happened, then why and if he was guide God, and if he had all manner of these 

powers, why then was he crucified? And then you say, the consciousness would set to work 

again to answer these questions, and to make them come into being and you see from the 

past, there was the strong protections of a sacrifice. And even at that time, if you are not aware 

of it, there, it was, the projections and the hangovers from the human sacrifice, you see all that 

is within your area of knowledge, if I say, human sacrifice to you, and it brings to your memory 

concepts and ideas of actions in a certain way, then you see, then immediately, I have brought 

that concept in to your consciousness, and it is it is existing, there you say it exists, and when I 

say it, and you understand it, then you are in agreement with it, and it is in being at that time. 

So they they drew a from the which was the strongest in their projections. At that time, they 

drew then they all projections of the human sacrifice, which would go directly back in relation to 

the human sacrifice and to the other stories and projections that exist within that particular 



religious system. And so then that became an agreement, and you see as the followers, then 

assault or two, in large on and not having the full concept of what Jesus was trying to convey 

to them. Then they themselves are unknowingly allowed the concepts and the logical mind to 

find within the old things that would fit in and maintain 
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certain truths mixed in with, with the teachings of the man and the actions, and the, what they 

called a phenomenon that was occurring. And so, in order to get them new converts, which 

seemed, then to be the their, their ultimate aim was to, to get the others to agree with their 

experience, because at this particular time, they stood literally between being exposed to a 

new, a new different type of reality, with all of their projections, confirming the old reality, and 

so in, as they explained to other energy fields, their experience with the ban, and then in order 

to explain it, and make it to be lievable, to the new converts, who had not known him, then they 

began to use examples from the history and to use explanations, which then formed different 

and areas of belief. And they, they even then agreed to the certain conditions such as the 

sacrifice, as as examples, and in order to get kind of firts, we would say that they 

compromised, and then as the experience they have there, as the memory of their experience 

with the man, Jesus then seemed to get the further and further from their consciousness, they 

became more and more emerged in their other projections. And you would say that they 

followed that with their assumptions, then of the sacrifice, in that many of them, it gave their life 

up and ended it in the violence. And you say, what we wish to explain is that within the system 

of Jesus, if one one takes it as a whole, you see and recognizing the truths in it, and also 

recognizing the portions of the past and the agreements in it, and can understand how these 

energy fields and belief systems come into being, then one would be able to accept they that 

part of the the system without having agreement with the entire system, because those energy 

fields on the earth plane, that continue to be lead in the entire system, you see, they hold 

themselves, they are locked in they continued with it without the understanding the total illness 

and would then one could get locked into many, many phrases that you hear that one must 

suffer for good. You see, and you see how this is directly linked with with this. And you see this 

is a misconception. This is not the So, if one does not have to suffer, one does not have to 
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place oneself in a position of the other becoming, we would say a slave slaves are a servant to 

other entities that would use this, that would use these projections as as means to gain their 

own power and that one must sacrifice and to give up all manner of beings and that one is 

filled with the with all Men are of, we would say they use the word sin and it can only be free 

oneself by placing this on to the symbol of a another man who sacrificed which would go 

directly back to the blood human sacrifice. And that one, one must learn to stand within their 

own and learn to take responsibility for their own projections, we will say for their own 

thoughts, you see, men is become confused with the outer actions and with with dues and not 



doing and when one can understand that he can take possession of his own being and that if 

he you see the projections would say this on a nother level, the projections would say that, if I 

can put my my misgivings if I can put the projections that are supposed to be wrong on to a 

another to carry for me, then one's own inner system would would perhaps project 

unknowingly all manner of other duties and responsibilities on to their brothers, one would 

have become dependent you would see you would say T on others. One would OSI wouldn't 

one may find oneself helpless and a certain areas of one's existence and need a dependence 

that you see we are speaking here of a dependence and emotional dependence and even 

mental dependence and physical dependence. And you can relate this if you will to the other 

sessions that we said or one can knowingly give their energy and their consciousness to a 

another and this must be understood as we wish it to be understood. For you see, one, we will 

give you an example and we do not wish this to be misunderstood. This one can give healing 

to a nother energy field, when one is experienced, we would say depletion in one's energy field 

and this would still be because of projections, but we will not go into causes we will say that it 

exists at this particular time. One again then give their healing, one can project on to that 

entity. They're in energy and one can then enjoy the feelings of the health and vitality. Now, if 

one would have the power of healing and if one would come into one who has many, many 

projections and has this ceiling that exists because they feel that they do not cannot do this 

themselves it must be done for them, then one could receive a healing. 
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Now if this entity came again for a healing and then this entity came again for a healing and if 

this entity then I would say I could not wait to get here. I waited all day for you I waited all week 

to receive this healing. You see what is happening? You see the energy field has become the 

pendant. Now you see what can happen is that the energy Giving the healing without being a 

aware of it will be receiving then projections. And these projections, if not very carefully, 

analyzed would say, I am giving much healing, I am good, this person needs me, I am doing 

good. Now, what can actually happen here is that the person can become deep pendant on 

the healer and the healer, then without being a aware of it can get locked in to their own self 

importance and can rather than saying to the person, you can heal yourself, you say, if if your 

diction continues to exist, then you must enter in to your system, you must be willing to release 

that which is causing this problem. And so, you see a healer in that sense, must have the 

intuitiveness to to give the healing, when it is necessary, and to do the teaching, when it is 

necessary. And the teaching would be then through a very, they would need to get in contact 

with their inner forces with their own gods, who would deal with them as they worked with the 

individuals. But one thing that we wish to say is that one should never have one should never 

project on to a another, their needs, over and above that, which is needed at the moment, you 

say because for one, to become dependent on another energy field for any thing, now, you 

see, we feel that we do we do not wish you to misunderstand this in saying that you should not 

help each other what we are saying here is that one should not place their their own needs, on 



to a another for a consolation over and above that which would be a given for the moment. For 

as one, if one allows one to become dependent on them, you say they are taking from that 

individual the opportunity for that individual to grow. And this can be done on a on your 

psychological levels. When one would have to take one's problems and we are not speaking of 

of real 
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problems per se, we are speaking of that, when one would go to a another with problems that 

existed between themselves and other entities dealing with the other things of life of which you 

seem to be problems to them. And they go and they refuse them to accept the information to 

take the advice, but yet they continue to work to impose these problems on to other 

individuals. And you see, if one if one allows that point, that point of help to fall over in to a 

tendency, you see then then is when the one can get one's own area of consciousness and 

energy going in other directions other than in the direction of maintaining within themselves. 

The total Energy you say that we were speaking up, and we hope that this has been clear. 

Now to return to the subject, the, you say the, the inflammation, the teachings of the earth, say 

that there will be a time of the Antichrist, and you say, without going into details, one can say 

that, using the examples that we have just given, you see that this would be come to pass, 

because of it working within the projections and the belief systems. And if you would notice, 

because of the now, energy on the earth, the consciousnesses that are directed towards 

bringing this about, and as they seek to bring this about, you see, there will be then when this 

is brought about a time, when those of you who have come to the understanding, that we have 

a spoken of, of the the the real truth behind what man is seeking, it will be and they would 

choose to disbelieve the total story would end giving up the the the belief system of this, this 

story this and releasing the the the earth part of the man Jesus from this belief system. And as 

they begin to give this up, those who carry within them in their total being the believes that this 

is true that the system of Christ the Jesus is true, and then there will be the projections. And 

it'd be cause in their system is the belief that there are those who will come into being who 

disbelieved Christ, then those who are working within the area, the new forms of 

consciousness and within the Aquarian conspiracies will be labeled the anti christ and you see, 

this is where the misconception will will fall and one needs to bring to the consciousness those 

who choose to think in the new ways of thinking, the information of why they will be called the 

anti christ. 
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And whether this particular information is given out or not, you see it that is of no importance, 

because there is already within the systems the other is systems to whose remember, they 

work within the same areas of belief systems and the workings of projections works for all 

man, but within their systems. You see, there is there is and we must we say this, hoping that 

you will not use the projections that we the way that we have spoken of and accept this as 



information without putting to it the energy to add to it and you can do this you see you You 

can you can learn to see and observe without the focusing your energies on it to be leave or to 

disbelieve it. And this is why it is very difficult for us to explain many things to you. But when 

these when these when these intentions we would say there are tensions are working now, 

when these intentions are brought in to a force, then all those in in, in other systems that are 

not in agreement with the, with the Christ system will be called anti group systems, because 

they do not hold the same principles anymore, as the one God concept and then as Jesus, of 

being the Savior, and all, all that goes with those systems, and you see the thought is existing 

within their realms of consciousness at this time, that that is exactly what all of these other 

systems are, and these these systems within the conspiracy, is then not in disagreement with 

the Christ concept in the way that the others other systems believe they are, you say, because 

they have been able to raise their consciousness higher, and to see the truth in it. And so, 

they, there is no intent within these areas of harm are just content to do their systems only 

have the understanding and trying to bring out that the understanding of it, and so, it it would 

be quite shocking for many to become aware that they will, would be classified into this 

category, and as to where the the Antichrist would come from. And so, this, this is why we 

wanted to bring you the side of this energy system and also to show you that the same the 

same belief systems exist within the projections of wars, and the projections of illnesses, will 

you see, all of this is in intentional awarenesses and when it comes to play, one should be a 

aware of it and not produce new new systems, you say, when the Christ system such as it is, 

and the one God system such as it is ceases to be, then one would have to have the 

awareness within 

 

Friends  1:08:25 

themselves to recognize the ways and means to create systems, that would be in agreement 

with that, which they wish to experience on the earth plane. And it seems very strange to to 

you, for one to say that through with what you wish to speak on the earth plane would be then 

a ceasing on the earth plane of teaching the past, when it comes to science, much confusion in 

the way that one tries to differentiate between the past the present and the future. And you say 

it is because when one enters the earth plane, he is immediately given instructions, knowingly 

or unknowingly on focusing on the past the a child's education is focused on the past and it 

becomes very difficult to think in present and future and in creating a consciousness as one is 

experiencing the inner flows of energy. It because it is so wrapped up in the past and with the 

concepts and a full What you wish to accomplish you say would be, one would say that would 

annihilate, that would annihilate my my history that would annihilate the knowledge of where 

man came from. And one could go on in that direction. And we hope that the explanation as to 

Yes, this would be so. But you say in order to experience freedom, of pain or freedom of death, 

you say that, then you're within your energy field could be no knowledge of death. And when 

one answer this one asked the question, How can I deny pain and suffering, when it is all 

around me, and it is all around you, because it is contained within the past it is contained within 



belief systems. And so if one would use the example of, if one could visualize the, the, from the 

time of Christ, say, until this day, then no one could gather it all up, one could pull it together, 

and then one could change the vibration, one could cease to give credibility to it, one could 

cease to give, to acknowledge it, and that then that very energy, then would be become free, it 

cannot exist, without the consciousness being focused upon it, and it would release the 

energies then, to create as it would, what one would wish to exist. So, you see is long as man 

it teaches the various histories and the the various glories of war, and then as long as once 

religions say in their very text, that there will be wars upon wars, you see, then this is why that 

man finds himself in his predicament of to where he cannot release himself, he must release 

the past and he must release the past in its in a tire tape, and then seek to change within his 

own energy systems, belief systems and to create within that, and then it who if he so chooses 

to enter into agreements with other energies that wish would wish the same creation the same 

experience and reality as they would which the the inflammation that we have tried to explain 

to you today, we we do not we do not have within 

 

Friends  1:13:28 

error area the We Are not we cannot give you specifics, you say we can show you and we can 

tell you the workings, but you see, we we cannot go in to the the manners in which this 

information would be or could be used, because you see that would be entered in to the areas 

of in influences that that we choose not to enter in at this time. So, you will go to your inner 

resources, each will go in to the inner in sources and reach that level of guidance that will work 

within their own energy is system of the cause. For the most effectiveness. It works as one 

reaches out and gets the contact one's self working within the energy itself knowing the total 

pneus of the being then can work on the areas and in ways and directions to deal with this. 

And so, with the with the information, we say again, we give this information or this information 

or from these series has been asked for. And it will reach the those that seek this information. 

And we will say, good day for today. It has been a very, very encouraging speaking to you. 

And we say goodbye. 

 

Martin  1:15:59 

Goodbye for now. And thank you very, very much. 

 

Marie  1:16:33 

It wasn't unpleasant, or frightening or unpleasant. It was rather amusing. 

 

Marie  1:16:43 

Three, you said move your fingers. Well see I wasn't at one. I was it three. 

 

Martin  1:16:49 

Normally we don't move those till we get the one 



 

Marie  1:16:51 

right. And I moved in that it wouldn't have a witness like these three here. It felt like I was 

moving. A little intimate. But they wouldn't move. And it you know it was last night pain. I'm not 

talking that excruciating pain it was 

 

Marie  1:17:10 

was like a clamp on it. It wouldn't lose. It was like a rip something rigid, it wouldn't move. 

 

Martin  1:17:19 

Like I was premature and not waiting for you to get fully into the body again. 

 

Marie  1:17:23 

Well, you all know that when you said three, move your fingers. No, I just like coming back any 

other tenant. But I do think I did feel like maybe I'm deeper than 

 

Marie  1:17:43 

I've been before. But there's still no. When, when, when you when they leave, it's like I guess 

the only way I can describe it is to say like it would be 

 

Marie  1:18:01 

nice, not a flash flash. But in you know, something like this, again, maybe my eyeballs. But you 

know, 

 

Marie  1:18:09 

yeah, it's the ocean of light, or you know, you were seeing electricity and a black. And it's like 

this, and then that will subside. And then I'll you know, go back. Because I don't I don't even 

look for numbers anymore. When that stops, I just you know, say 10 whereas in at one time I 

would grab a number somewhere 20 years of stalking to notice when that when they when 

they leave that vibration stored. And then when that subsides then I can hear you all, you 

know, my whole thing is that vibration is there. And I found that if if I wait for that to decide, 

subside just a little bit, and then before I say to him, but then coming back there and as I did 

sort of kept going back, but I think I was going back to and remember the information, because 

I was I was thinking oh yeah, you were when you were counting me down? 

 

Martin  1:19:21 

No. The other thing I wouldn't want to ask about what's happened the first time you expressed 

a tendency to be drifting back or to be going back to where you 

 

Marie  1:19:33 



want to find out a little bit more. Well, 

 

Martin  1:19:37 

I did. I'm always sorry when the session comes to them. I guess I have to be patient. 

 

Marie  1:19:50 

Yeah, it was. It was different than yesterday. Yesterday See that? There was that definite 

Yesterday or 

 

Martin  1:20:02 

day before yesterday, 

 

Marie  1:20:05 

day before yesterday, 

 

Martin  1:20:06 

yesterday or Sunday. 

 

Marie  1:20:08 

Yeah. With the last session. That was, like I said, it was a different vibration, it was more of a 

feeling. I was feeling I was feeling more with it. And that's what I was trying to find words. 

When I said felt like my body was doing it the first time that we get this energy, right. So and 

now like today see, it's it's different. It's a whole different with what the way I feel during the 

session. Just detach listening to the voice, where in the last two sessions, it was I was feeling. 

I was feeling what what he was saying, like an emotion. Yeah, it 

 

Martin  1:20:58 

was no no response. 

 

Friends  1:21:00 

And, you know, it's like a couple of times, I probably was done with it. So I was in a fitness, 

Okay, then. That's the difference, though. I was in this just like I'm receiving. And in that way, I 

was feeling I was feeling along with the procedures were like, today, I was feeling an 

innocence of experiencing any emotions at all with what was being said, and completely 

detached from it. made perfect sense. 

 

Martin  1:21:37 

Yeah, I've experienced that too, both of those times, and that other energy came through, 

they're 

 



Rita  1:21:45 

trying to illustrate 

 

Martin  1:21:49 

an emotional response. feeling as if one's gonna cry. Tears. Like, starting to bring everything 

into a better clearer focus, like from the beginning of the session of the series. 

 

Friends  1:22:19 

It's like, when I'm there, it's like, Okay, if I was going down the road, and it's like, We're going 

down the road. And the first thing I know, they branched off, and they branched off, and then 

they'll get back on the road. And it's like, they get off and then come back. Right. Get on, it's 

almost like something else before they go on. Financial questions. Yeah. And then, you know, 

just all these little fad steps. That's the way that you know, it's like to me 

 

Martin  1:23:00 

now what I think we're getting, I couldn't have described it that way. But Rita and I are 

experiencing it somewhat that way too. Okay. Do you have anything 


